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What We Offer:  
Variety

We help you design appealing  
and inspirational environments 
leading to effective employees  
and efficient use of your buildings.
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Thanks to our brands and brand  
partners, our portfolio meets all your  
needs for creating spaces.

We offer unique design solutions and 
customisation for materials, finishes and 
colours to complement a brand or an  
interior design concept. Our products are 
globally available and serve all industries.
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Masters of Design

Showcasing fresh designs from young visionaries and world 
renowned innovators, Haworth Collection represents more 
than 100 years of design heritage. This partnership of 
international designers and artisans has resulted in a blend  
of history and vision for the future. Their creativity and 
inspiration bring approachable designs and beauty to life.

A.G. Fronzoni
Albert Holz
Bakery Studio
Barber & Osgerby
Benjamin Hubert
BrogliatoTraverso
Carmine Deganello
Castelli Design Studio
Charlotte Perriand
Christophe Pillet
Dana Cannam
Doshi Levien
Franco Albini
Gerrit Thomas Rietveld
Giancarlo Piretti
Giulio Cappellini
Haworth Design Studio
Jakob Wagner
Janice Feldman
Jasper Morrison
Jean-Marie Massaud
John August
Lauren Rottet
Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand
Lella and Massimo Vignelli
Lepper, Schmidt, Sommerlade
Lievore, Altherr, Molina
Luca Nichetto
Marcel Wanders
Marco Zanuso
Mario Bellini
Matthew Boyko
Michela Catalano & Ilaria Marelli
Mike and Maaike

Nendo
Nicolai Czumaj-Bront
Pablo Pardo
Pablo Studio
Patricia Urquiola
Patrick Norguet
Philippe Starck
Pierluigi Cerri
Piero Lissoni
Poltrona Frau Style & Design Centre
Ralph Reddig
Roberto Lazzeroni
Ronan & Erwan Bouroullec
Stanley Felderman & Nancy Keatinge
Studio Cappellini
Studio Cerri & Associates
Todd Bracher
Vico Magistretti
Werner Aisslinger
Wolfgang C.R. Mezger
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Chairs

A chair is a personal choice. Few things in the workplace  
evoke a more physical and emotional attachment. It is perhaps 
the essential component of a healthy working environment.  
Good ergonomic seating enables concentration and minimizes 
the distractions that stem from being uncomfortable.
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Bowi by Haworth

Very by HaworthComforto 59 by Haworth

Lively by Haworth

Nia by Haworth

Soji by Haworth

Aloha Active by Haworth

Zody by Haworth

Fern by Haworth
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Soji 
Thoughtfully designed and informed by ergonomics,  
Soji is a highly-adjustable task chair that syncs your body 
and mind the second you sit down – for healthier levels  
of performance and well-being, no matter where you work. 

Designed by Arne Dassen
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Fern provides a comfortable, 
engaging sitting experience that 
creates good feelings, keeping  
you balanced and centred in your 
chair. Its approachable design is  
less machine and more human, with 
mechanics discreetly integrated  
into a warm, residential design.

Fern
The Fern desk chair is easy, natural and 
unhindered. Inspired by nature, it is in tune 
with your every move.

Grounded in extensive ergonomic research, Fern’s design 
puts the person at the centre with ergonomic innovations  
that provide total back support, edgeless comfort, and free 
movement. 

The result is a next-generation sitting experience that is 
distinctively responsive to each person. The chair works  
with you, not against you so you can sit better, work better, 
and feel better in today’s changing workplace.

Designed by Haworth Design Studio & ITO Design

Fern by Haworth
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Lotus 
The iconic Lotus line includes a  
low back side chair, mid back conference 
chair, and high back executive chair.

Designed by Jasper Morrison for Cappellini
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Very by HaworthMaari by HaworthAloha Active by Haworth

s_con by Haworth

Lotus by Cappellini Lotus Comfort by Cappelliniray soft by Brunner

fox by BrunnerFina by Brunner
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Nia gives workers the seating posture 
that best suits them but ensures that 
they will be supported and experience 
maximum comfort during their work.

Nia, the First Active Seating Chair is designed  
to blend the style and comfort of lounge chair with the 
performance of a task chair, creating a solution for  
many different work settings, from meeting / conference  
rooms, focus work areas and collaboration.

Nia
Traditional task chairs contrast  
the increasingly residential-themed 
workplace aesthetic.

Nia with it’s slim upholstered profile and concealed 
mechanisms finally creates a chair that compliments this 
aesthetic without compromising performance.  

The ideal work environment for today’s knowledge worker 
provides support where it’s needed and freedom where it’s 
wanted. Designed to support activity during the workday,  
Nia offers the rich comfort of a lounge chair with the precise 
engineering of a performance task chair – it combines 
comfort, performance and aesthetics in one product. Its slim 
design hides a smart mechanism that, extensive testing has 
shown, provides remarkable comfort however you sit in it.

Design by Haworth Design Studio & brodbeck design

Nia by Haworth
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Paloma by Boss Design

Vienna by BoConceptAdelaide by BoConcept

Poppy by Haworth

ray by BrunnerFina Soft by Brunner

Kruze by Boss Design

BuzziFloat by BuzziSpace

Tate Wood by Cappellini
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crona by Brunner

Ola by Boss Design Adelaide by BoConcept

Florence by BoConcept

Ottawa by BoConcept

O-Cap by CappelliniPoppy by Haworth

Zody by Haworth Intermezzo by Haworth
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True to her philosophy of sustainable  
materials and aesthetics, Patricia Urquiola 
designed the Maari seating family with few, 
durable and high-quality materials. In 2021, 
she challenged the Haworth International 
team to produce a 100 % recycled and 
recyclable version of the Maari iconic  
plastic shell. The result is the black shell is 
made from “zero waste production”.

Maari
Maari lets you furnish many spaces  
with a family of seating – one of the largest  
in the market.

Designed by Patricia Urquiola, Maari is based on a  
one-piece, delicately textured, moulded shell that’s the same  
for all chairs. Choose any base with the same shell for  
a breadth of applications.  

The Maari family of seating brings interiors to life through 
simple specification for a range of applications. Maari is 
everywhere – its gentle and inviting design offers simplicity 
and warmth in an aesthetic that provides balance within  
a space. Maari wood base chair offers timeless classic seating 
to complement almost any interior – from traditional to 
contemporary.

Design by Patricia Urquiola

Maari by Haworth
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Lively by Haworth Comforto 59 by Haworth

hero plus by Brunner

Tate Soft by Cappellini

Very by Haworth

Hi Pad by Cappellini

fina by Brunner

fox by Brunner

crona felt by Brunner
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Juli Plastic by Cappellini

Comforto 66 by Haworth

crona steel by Brunner

hero by BrunnerTate Color by Cappellini

crona by Brunner

Maari by Haworth crona by Brunnercrona by Brunner
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halm by Brunner

fina club by Brunner Newood by Cappellinicrona light eco by Brunner

Maari by HaworthBac by Cappellini

Cap by Cappellinitwin by Brunner Peg Chair by Cappellini
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Comforto 1 by Haworthhoc lounge by Brunner Brimm by Boss Design

A-Bench by Brunner

Newood Lounge by Cappellini

San Siro by Cappellini

A-Chair by Brunner Peg Armchair by Cappellini
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Ribbon by Cappellinicrona bar by Brunner

Hi Pad by Cappellini

fina bar by Brunner

fox bar by Brunner

Alodia by Cappellini Morrison Stool by Cappellini

Adelaide by BoConcept fina bar by Brunner
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Hi Pad 
The Hi Pad stools have a clean and crisp design  
that makes them suitable for residential and contract 
settings. They have obtained the Greenguard Gold 
certification, which guarantees they have been designed 
with the utmost attention to health and well-being.

Design by Jasper Morrison for Cappellini
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Lounge

Lounge areas bring together the home’s comfort and the office 
experience. Other than being a resting place within work,  
a lounge area is also fit for activities such as group meetings or  
a discussion area for project teams. Your lounge space can be 
where great ideas and innovation are born.
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Hobo by Cappellini

Openest Feather by Haworth 

Riverbend by Haworth

Cabana Lounge by Haworth Lud’o by Cappellini

Openest Chick by Haworth

Harbor Work Lounge by Haworth  

Tijo by Haworth
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Lud’o 
The Lud’o lounge chair transcends the boundaries  
of furniture into the world of fashion. Central to  
its design is the padded duvet that covers the armchair 
like a jacket – easily replaced to suit personal tastes  
and seasonality. 

Design by Patricia Urquiola for Cappellini

Lud’o by Cappellini
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The centre of work is no longer just 
the workstation. People seek 
alternative places to collaborate or 
work alone. The best workplaces 
offer both “we” space for connection, 
collaboration and innovation, and 
“me” space for privacy and focus 
without distraction.

Cabana Lounge
Cabana Lounge offers the attention to 
detail you would expect from Haworth’s 
collaboration with Patricia Urquiola.

Cabana Lounge is the first sofa system designed to deliver 
optimal user performance, comfort, and design to create 
unique destination spaces in the office environment, enabling 
effective individual and collaborative work. Its flexible design 
suits a variety of needs for both focus work and rejuvenation – 
on your own or with a group.

Design by Patricia Urquiola

Cabana Lounge by Haworth
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3 Fauteuil Grand Confort, 
grand modèle
A modern expression of the traditional club chair,  
3 Fauteuil Grand Confort, grand modèle is based  
on Le Corbusier’s original design from the 1920’s.  
Today, these modern classics remain contemporary  
and iconic. 3 Fauteuil Grand Confort, grand modèle 
offers a generous seating area in all versions: lounge 
chair, two-seat sofa, or three-seat sofa.

Design by Le Corbusier, Jeanneret, Perriand

3 Fauteuil Grand Confort, grand modèle by Cassina
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Wanders’ Tulip by Cappellini

Orla by Cappellini 

Basket 011 by Cappellini 3 Fauteuil Grand Confort, grand modèle by Cassina 

2 Fauteuil Grand Confort, petit modèle by Cassina

Low Pad by Cappellini

Haworth Cardigan Lounge™ by Haworth

Poppy by Haworth
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Haworth  
Cardigan Lounge™
Designed for flexible and collaborative  
work environments.

Haworth Cardigan Lounge™’s flexible digital knit seatback 
supports different postures and a variety of uses – a very 
relaxed cocoon-like attitude for casual interactions with 
colleagues to comfortable, supportive use for focus work 
within the home or offic setting.

Design by Patricia Urquiola

The digital knit is made from 100 % 
recycled PET. The production 
minimizes waste since all knits are 
engineered to the exact dimensions. 
Haworth Cardigan Lounge™ also 
avoids glue, replaced with simple 
mechanical assembly systems.

Haworth Cardigan Lounge™ by Haworth
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Desks & Tables

Your daily work needs places to spread out and stay 
organized. Explore the variety of our designs, from 
height-adjustable tables to folding conference or training 
tables, from personal laptop tables to coffee tables.
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Luxor by Cappellini

HiYa by Haworth Intuity by Haworth

Fronzoni ‘64 by Cappellini Epure by Haworth

T_up by Haworth Tibas by Haworth

4last, 4less, 4sure, 4more by Brunner 
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Lyft by Haworth Radicàl Fake by Cappellini 

cellular by Brunner BuzziTemp by BuzziSpace 

YourPlace by Haworth
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Height-adjustable tables encourage 
posture changes to promote 
movement and well-being, so people 
can comfortably do their best work.

HiYa
HiYa is a freestanding, height-adjustable 
table that provides an extended range of 
adjustment to accommodate more people 
and their diverse workstyles.

With its human-centered features, HiYa doesn’t compromise 
functionality. A simple, intuitive paddle provides easy 
adjustment and control over the individual workspace. 
Built-in collision sensor technology detects obstructions with 
a high level of precision to minimize collisions and avoid 
possible damage to the table and other items in the work area.

Design by Haworth Design Studio

HiYa by Haworth
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Planes by Haworth PopUp by Haworth

Torino by BoConcept fina club by Brunner

Immerse by Haworth A-Table by Brunner 

A_Wood by Haworth
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Epure by Haworth

Branch by Cappellini BuzziPicNic by BuzziSpace

Bac by Cappellini Stay by Cappellini

Immerse by Haworth  Big Break by Cappellini  

Intuity Park Bench by Haworth 
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PopUp tables support engaged  
user postures while accommodating 
personal items with optional  
bag hooks for convenient access.  
The compact surface and option  
for casters encourage people  
to move around with flexibility  
for a variety of group activities.

PopUp
Today’s mobile workforce seeks choice  
and flexibility in spaces that support a 
culture of collaboration. 

The PopUp table offers a community space for individuals  
or small groups to gather. Create an inviting destination 
through its warm, welcoming aesthetics designed for cafés, 
training areas, open office spaces, enclaves, and huddle 
rooms – wherever interaction or socialising occurs.

Design by Steffen Lipsky

PopUp by Haworth
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A communal, fresh-looking setting with visual cues  
of informality and open space. Park Bench fosters  
a collaborative environment where individuals and 
teams huddle, incubate ideas and socialise.

Intuity Park Bench
As part of the Intuity family, Park Bench 
inherits the tradition and design of the  
Intuity platform. 

Intuity Park Bench can be used to create a collaborative 
setting where teams can huddle, incubate ideas, and socialise. 
Depending on the activity, Intuity Park Bench offers a  
playful range of work tools that suit the unique requirements  
of the individual. To support spontaneous collaboration,  
or quick touch-downs Park Bench ensures you can always 
find some where to place your belongings. The table provides 
features such as hooks for your handbags and a foot rest 
which can act as a platform for heavier luggage.  

Meanwhile, distinctive leg and table options with variety  
of colour options provide unique flavours, and Intuity Park 
Bench standing height on wheels can be easily moved or 
re-oriented to create new office configurations or support 
distancing requirements.

Design by Haworth Design Studio & bangdesign

Intuity Park Bench by Haworth
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hoc meeting by Brunner torino by Brunner

Meeting Points by Haworth basic by Brunner 

team by Brunner sleight by Brunner

torino by Brunner
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Torino by BoConcept

Simplon by Cappellini Audience by Haworth

fina conference by   ray table by Brunner
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Smoke by Cappellini Lugo by BoConcept

lift by Brunner break by Brunner 

Kruze Table by Boss Design Axis by Boss Design

BuzziNordic ST400 by BuzziSpace BuzziMilk Table by BuzziSpace
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Pip by Haworth 

Gong by Cappellini Gong Circus by Cappellini

Bong by Cappellini

Break by Cappellini  

Openest Sprig by Haworth Cannot by Cappellini
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Partitions & Privacy

Office spaces are getting smaller yet are expected to  
do more. Organizations seeking to maximize their real 
estate investments require smart, multi-use, and agile 
products that improve efficiency while supporting  
the diverse ways people work. Partitions and freestanding 
architectural workspaces are a smart, responsive 
alternative, providing a sense of permanence while 
ensuring your endless ability to adapt.
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Toulouse by BoConcept

Entente by Boss DesignMango by Boss Design Hemm by Boss Design

Riverbend by Haworth
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BuzziScreen Mix by BuzziSpace

BuzziHub by BuzziSpace  

BuzziVille Hub by BuzziSpace  BuzziBooth by BuzziSpace

BuzziRing by BuzziSpace

BuzziHood by BuzziSpace 

BuzziBlinds by BuzziSpace

cellular by Brunner
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Customize your BuzziNest Booth  
by selecting from several fabrics and 
colours for both the outside and the 
inside. And fit it with a worktop  
and a stool so you can work in peace.

BuzziNest Booth
BuzziNest Booth is all you need to reduce 
distracting noise from any workplace.

The compact booth offers a private solo space to work  
and take calls without being disturbed or disturbing others,  
even in an open plan office. Due to its upholstered exterior  
and fabric panels on the interior, BuzziNest Booth effectively 
dampens sound from every direction to create maximum 
peace and quiet for everyone in the office, whether you are 
working inside the booth or out. 

Available in both left- or right-handed models and a range  
of different colours and fabrics, BuzziNest Booth will fit  
right into your office decor, and is easy to install. Built-in 
castors can be suspended from the base to help move the 
acoustic booth to a new spot, which can then be secured by 
putting it back on its feet.

Design by BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziNest Booth by BuzziSpace
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Drift by Haworth

HushWall by Hushoffice 

BuzziPlant by BuzziSpace BuzziBracks by BuzziSpace

Openest Plume by Haworth 

BuzziFree by BuzziSpaceBuzziCactus by BuzziSpace

team by Brunner
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BuzziFalls by BuzziSpace 

BuzziDesk Split by BuzziSpace 

BuzziDesk & BuzziDesk FlipFlop by BuzziSpace 

Corner Office by Pablo Designs

BuzziFrontDesk by BuzziSpace

Universal Screens by Haworth  

cellular by Brunner BuzziWrap by BuzziSpace
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HushHybrid provides users with the 
maximum amount of space needed, 
taking up as little office space as 
possible. Lighting and airflow can be 
user adjusted, while a motion sensor 
automatically activates the booth.

HushHybrid
HushHybrid is an acoustic booth  
that provides a comfortable, calm and  
quiet workplace.

The HushHybrid acoustic booth provides a space for focused 
work and better video conferencing. The ability to install  
a computer or screen for work and aesthetically illuminate  
the user’s face with additional side LED lighting ensures  
that the user’s video is optimised during video calls.  
The work desk inside with adjustable depth can be adapted  
to the individual needs of the user. 

HushHybrid is a mobile pod with integrated wheels.  
This system allows you to freely reorient the acoustic booth 
around the office space. 

The pod glass can be customized with additional stickers 
increasing privacy, due to the “frosting” effect.

Design by Hushoffice Design Team

HushHybrid by Hushoffice
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HushMeet.S by Hushoffice

Framery One by Framery Framery O by Framery  

HushMeet.L by Hushoffice
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BuzziNest Booth by BuzziSpace HushWork by HushofficeHushPhone by Hushoffice HushHybrid by Hushoffice  

HushTwin by Hushoffice Framery Q by Framery

BuzziNest Pod by BuzziSpace  HushMeet.Open by HushofficeHushMeet by Hushoffice

HushMeet.Open.S by Hushoffice
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Storage

The right storage solution not only keeps materials 
organized and secure, but also optimizes space design 
while supporting people and their varied workstyles.
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Uni by Cappellini

Brest Giorno & Notte by Cappellini

Luxor by Cappellini
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Luxor
The Luxor series, designed by Giulio Cappellini  
and voted 2008’s Best Domestic Container at the 
Wallpaper Design Awards, presents the possibility to 
combine containers of different sizes with multiple 
leg versions in a wide range of colours. This flexibility 
makes them suitable for living rooms and offices.

Design by Giulio Cappellini

Luxor by Cappellini
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Cloud
A striking design for a modular double 
sided bookcase, with circular port hole 
shelves. Elements clip together to build  
a full library.

Design by Ronan and Erwan Bouroullec for Cappellini
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Metal Pedestals by Haworth

Cloud by CappelliniActive Components by Haworth

Be_Hold by Haworth BuzziBox by BuzziSpace 

HC1 by Haworth HC1 by Haworth

Active Components Day Box by Haworth
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Active Components makes clever  
use of space. Suspended pieces 
provide smart, multi-use storage 
while accessories and floating 
shelves create vertical storage to  
free up more working area.

Active Components
Open and light in scale, the Active 
Components product line is a set of storage 
solutions to enhance a workspace.

Through integration with Haworth’s product portfolio,  
Active Components helps improve efficiency in compact 
footprints with products that support user performance, 
posture changes, memory cues, collaboration, and focus work.

Design by Haworth Design Studio

Active Components by Haworth
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It offers a clean, uniform  
aesthetic without limiting  
application possibilities.

Be_Hold is much more than an office 
cabinet. Its human-focused design 
allows you to structure your workplace 
to support different work styles  
while dividing the space for privacy.

Be_Hold
Haworth’s Be_Hold office storage  
range was designed in collaboration  
with Patricia Urquiola.

From open shelves and cupboards to private lockers  
and sliding door cabinets, Be_Hold puts the core functional 
elements of storage into designer furniture.  

Be_Hold is a unique organisational system that elevates 
storage beyond a functional purpose and becomes a focal 
point of design. Be_Hold seeks to structure spaces and 
support different work styles – from highly collaborative  
to focused – while leveraging design elements that transform 
your workplace. 

Colourful cabinets – Be_Hold Design is a unique 
organisational system available in a wide range of colours, 
materials and functional elements.

Design by Patricia Urquiola

Be_Hold by Haworth
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Lighting & Accessories

When lighting is right, it’s brilliant. When it’s wrong, there’s 
little else you can focus on. Nothing transforms an environment 
like lighting, and nowhere is that more important than the  
social and high impression spaces that draw people in and reflect 
your brand. Here some inspiration for well-lit spaces.
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BuzziZepp
As an impressive, suspended shield, BuzziZepp  
offers acoustic control that visually delineates space  
and creates a sense of tranquility.

Design by Alain Gilles for BuzziSpace
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BuzziJet by BuzziSpaceBuzziJet by BuzziSpace

BuzziShade by BuzziSpaceBuzziBell by BuzziSpace

BuzziHat by BuzziSpaceBuzziHat by BuzziSpace

BuzziProp LED by BuzziSpace

Cord by Cappellini

Belmont by Pablo Designs
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BuzziPleat by BuzziSpace

BuzziLight Mono by BuzziSpace

BuzziZepp by BuzziSpace

Bola Disc by Pablo Designs

Cielo XL by Pablo DesignsCielo by Pablo Designs

BuzziMoon by BuzziSpace
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Talia
Talia’s refined and compact design embraces  
only the essential elements to fulfil its purpose. 
The lights pair fully dimmable and glare-free  
flat light LED technology with 360° post rotation 
and 180° shade rotation to satisfy both task and 
ambient lighting needs. Wireless induction 
charging and USB power outlet provide support 
for everyday essentials.

Design by Pablo Pardo, Pablo Studio & Carmine Deganello
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Superlight by Pablo Designs Brazo by Pablo Designs Clamp by Pablo Designs

Lana by Pablo Designs Circa by Pablo Designs Talia by Pablo Designs
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Contour by Pablo Designs

LIM by Pablo Designs

Pixo by Pablo Designs

Meltdown by Cappellini

Big Shadow by Cappellini

Belmont by Pablo Designs

Corner Office by Pablo Designs

Luci by Pablo Designs

Bola Lantern by Pablo Designs
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The traditional craft of hand pleating 
is applied to construct BuzziPleat. 
Creating the architectural folds takes 
more than 140 minutes of steady 
hand and eye coordination and 
results in a maximized surface area 
that delivers exceptional acoustic 
performance.

BuzziPleat
A ceiling hanging acoustic panel,  
with optional LED light to turn it into  
a pendant lamp.

BuzziPleat reinterprets ancient techniques used in fashion 
design, like smocking and pleating, to create large-scale, yet 
lightweight sculptural forms made of sound-absorbing 
BuzziFelt. The BuzziPleat framework relies on the tension  
of its own fabrication, rather than an internal support 
structure, to create neat, yet flexible forms that look organic.

Design by 13&9 for BuzziSpace

BuzziPleat by BuzziSpace
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Bong by Cappellini

BuzziBox by BuzziSpace

BuzziBlox by BuzziSpace

BuzziSuzzi by BuzziSpace 

BuzziMood by BuzziSpaceBuzziTile by BuzziSpace

BuzziSkin by BuzziSpace  BuzziSkin Printed by BuzziSpace BuzziMirage by BuzziSpace 

BuzziPlank by BuzziSpace

Active Components Day Box by Haworth Tijo by Haworth
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BuzziPlanter 
BuzziPlanter acts as a divider to break up open  
spaces into tranquil, green environments.  
It is available in 6 sizes. The bigger it is, the more 
sound-absorbing. The pots have a built-in plastic 
container, making them suitable for both real  
and artificial plants. Thanks to a wide variety of  
upholstery colours it easily fits any decor.

Design by BuzziSpace Studio

BuzziPlanter by BuzziSpace
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All Bandas Space pieces are 
handcrafted. Each one is as unique  
as the woman who creates it.  
Durable yet soft and beautiful, the 
textured materials evoke a rich 
warmth with patterns of neutral tones 
and pops of colour.

Bandas Space
A flexible line of runner carpets with 
unlimited possibilities

Bandas Space is a playful and flexible line of rugs.  
Use them alone, place them end to end for a long runner,  
or mix and match patterns to create wider rugs with  
unique designs. Crafted of 100 percent wool and embellished 
with a variety of decorative techniques, Bandas Space  
brings warmth and comfort to the workplace.

Design by Patricia Urquiola

Bandas Space by GAN
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Active Components by Haworth

team by Brunner

GreenWalls by Hushoffice

torino by Brunner

Planes by Haworth

BuzziPlanter by BuzziSpace

HushWall by Hushoffice 

torino by Brunner
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Bandas Space by GAN

Diagonales by GAN

Hand Knotted Degradé by GAN

Mangas Original by GAN

Mangas Space by GAN

Mangas Natural by GAN

BuzziTotem by BuzziSpace

Bandas Space by GAN
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The Day Box takes up little space  
and easily fits on a cabinet or shelf,  
or hooks onto desks with our Active 
Components hook. The Day Box  
is available in white, blue and green.

Day Box
Simple support for mobility in  
modern workspaces

As activity-based work develops, organisations need  
to seek solutions to facilitate their workforce’s daily life. 
While moving from one space to another, from focused work 
to a meeting room or a group workshop, modern workers 
need easy solutions to transport their office equipment.  
Light but spacious, the Day Box allows one to gather and 
move belongings in a flash. It comes in the complimentary 
colours to the Active Components range, thus ensuring  
a perfect match for the space.

Design by Haworth Design Studio

Active Components by Haworth
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